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From: yceclzm <lzmyc@singnet.com.sg>  
To: mark.caballero <mark.caballero@marquette.edu> 
Subject: 
MU has duty for American life & dignity to discuss and sue FDA & CDC fraud test means by crude things! 
Date: 2020-12-16, 12:13:00 
Attachment: 200718-MU.pdf 

Subject 1: The specialty of FDA & CDC is by out of body things to fraud test COVID-19 after 
butcher UA’s life! 
Subject 2: All people to wear mask will to accumulate high mountain morbidity and student will 
easily become idiots!   
Subject 3:  “Lung-Airstreams Epidemic Prevention Law” to use just can lifetime immune Exempt-

Doctor, MU has duty to inform all American lest again deceive by FDA & CDC  to 
shoot vaccine! 

Subject 4: MU  has duty for American life & dignity to discuss and sue FDA & CDC fraud test means 
by crude things! 

                                                This email at: www.ycec.com/SG/200718-MU.pdf  or
   www.ycec.net/SG/200718-MU.pdf    

    
Respectable  
Marquette University  
President Michael R. Lovell, 
Faculty, staff &  
Each student 
Dear Sir or Madam: 
  
     Please to see the full text of letter in the attachments, or it can to download at: 
www.ycec.com/SG/200718-MU.pdf  or .net, or .pk  the Chinese same to the Washington State Uni. at 
www.ycec.com/SG/200628-WSU.htm or .pdf no longer to repeat, sorry! And because the network 
spy of CP-China or HK was very insane, who often to alter my .pdf files in ycec.com or ycec.net, 
so please to treasure this attachment! 
  

But why today of the fraud to tort the "coronavirus" or COVID-19 can to calamity in USA 
and already death to exceed 305,000 people?  Why?  Why?  Why? 

  

Is it possible that your president to obtain the contribute money by an ambassador of China same on 
2018year of then you Uni. to received my email after?  Yes or not? 

  

Due to exploitation out of body things again by the "test kit of COVID-19" to diagnosis 
morbidity in body this means of medical fraud come from HK & CP China, but FDA & CDC to be 
fully aware but still in raptures to butcher UA’s life! 

  
No wonder the New York Times to report on May 21, 2020, because in US has a Research 

institute of 《Ecohealth Alliance》on April of 2020 have a report to call the "corona virus 
originates from the nature", but after to lose the appropriation, so a group of 77Nobel laureates has a 
letter to the National Institutes of Health to reprimand...  

  

In the key time of US general election, the FDA & CDC suddenly to fake the confirmed cases 
of COVID-19 everyday already to exceed 120,000 people only wicked to help Joe Biden to cheat 
electors and after to attack Trump, so please to inform Trump, because today’s test means of 
COVID-19 only by out of body all the crude germs, if Trump open to unmask this focus of 
medicine fraud & introduce the "Lung-Airstreams Epidemic Prevention Law" to use for public, 
the prank by FDA & CDC will to bankruptcy on the spot and the opponent Joe Biden the same 
beyond recognition to go aside election!  

  

Administrator
Text Box
      Because ycec.com suddenly in HK to vicious force closed on 2021.3.03 after and to intervene by Joe Biden, so below the .pdf or .htm can’t to link, please change to yecc.sg or ycec.net!



Therefore, MU have duty for American life & dignity to discuss and sue FDA & CDC fraud test 
means by crude things!  

  
Besides, to see in the in www.ycec.com/HK/200128e.pdf or www.ycec.com/HK/200213.pdf, the 

“Lung-Airstreams Epidemic Prevention Law” was very simple to include a child of three age to 
once teach will be good at, if only to use, any flu or today fraud coronavirus by 
FDA & CDC that antipyretic no need to eat just can to down, and must to isolate, wear masks & 
washing hands those low IQ of prevention methods with FDA & CDC include WHO can 
immediately get away! 

                                                          
      If the related of web page cannot to open for moment, you maybe change for www.ycec.net or 
www.ycec.pk !  
  
      Because this email was very significant for any American, but come from the network spy of 
CP-China or HK to intervene as the fact at: www.ycec.com/HK/190307b.pdf, unusual is today, 
because my ycec.sg at a web hosting company of Illinois, why can to suddenly close?   
  

    You can see at www.ycec.com/HK/200702.pdf & www.ycec.com/HK/200703.pdf that I had 
report a case to the Mount-Prospect-Police, or www.ycec.com/911/200731.pdf again report a 
case  to NY Police and the ycec.sg will to move again move..., so I already to send the email by 
normality that was very hard and please transmit to your other colleague to open discuss! 
      
    Therefore, please to hand around this attachments for anyone of your University！  
    Thank you! 
  
PCT/SG03/00145  
& 10_469,063 /USA  
  

Inventor  
Lin Zhen-Man/SG/HK 
December 15 2020 Resend 
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